Volume 17, #1 – September 1992
Article by Penny Robison on the new E.L. Cord Child Care Center (mentions Diane Williams, Linda Wagner)
Article by Penny Robison on filling five senator positions for ASTM Bios on new senators
Article by Lindsay Coghlan on Phase V and attempts to ease traffic with security officers
Article by Kim Ruffo on the Equal Club’s making TMCC more accessible
Report by Lindsay Coghlan on car accident – President John Gwaltney’s daughter was injured
Article by Reina Quantrell on the “gift” of blood donations
Letter to the Editor reminding students of right to have TMCC withhold directory information
Article by Lowell Anspach about a UNR Faculty Emeritus’ (Robert Borden Reams) involvement in WWII and being asked to assist Jews
Article by Lowell Anspach about follow-up to Ream’s story
Article by Chris Wells on parking difficulties at TMCC (mentions Dave Eckes)
Article by Alyce Branigan on new parking meters (mentions Sue Durst)
Article by Chris Wells on increase of diverse music events in Reno
Article about Fire Chief Ron Irwin who admitted to faking a TMCC diploma
Article by Lowell Anspach on the new Golden Frog restaurant run by students
Schedule of Academic Assistance for fall 1992

Volume 17, #2 – October 5, 1992
Article by Penny Robison on TMCC budget difficulties (mentions Steve Salaber
Report from College Press Services on Congress’ handling of education issues
Report from William Puchert on ASTM meeting of September 25
Article by Penny Roberson on Count Alessandro Dandini and Countess Angela Dandini
Article by Alyce Branigan on 82-year-old student Jane Borino - oldest student at TMCC
Article by Alyce Branigan on older students attending college
Article by Charlene Covington on free VIP cards issued by ASTM
Article about Ross Perot trying to decide whether or not to run for President
Article by Willie Puchert on Ross Perot’s announcing his candidacy for President
Article about treatment of Echo staff while at UNR
Article from College Press Services on program where students help fight homelessness
Article by Penny Robison on the Good Neighbor Policy (mentions Marcia Osloond)
Article by William Puchert on TMCC cafeteria services offered by Professional Food Management
Article by Gaylene Williams on Marilee Railton, winner of Nurse of the Year award (mentions Barbara Bowes)
Article by Linda Sizemore about recognizing symptoms of depression

Volume 17, #3 - ?
**Volume 17, #4 – November 2, 1992**

List of minority statistics for TMCC students

Article by Alyce Branigan on new financial aid regulations (mentions Mona Buckheart)

Article by Reina Quantrell on Veterans Upward Bound program (mentions Robert Hernandez)

Article by Michael Pete on higher education for Native Americans

Article by Rechelle Groves on TMCC’s Multicultural Diversification Office (mentions L.D. Lovett)

Article by Penny Robison on opening of Community Design Center at Old Town Mall

Ad recruiting students for Phi Theta Kappa

Article by Penny Robison on the Good Life Café – a one day event at TMCC

Article by Kimberly Ruffo on services provided by TMCC’s Counseling Center

Article ruminating on Reno values both old and new

Article by Chris Wells on voting one’s conscience

Review by Willie Puchert on TMCC’s theater production of “One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest”

Article by Chris Wells on the growing popularity of snowboarding

Article by Kimberly Ruffo soliciting ideas for ASTM activities

Article from College Press Services on the Freedom of Speech on Campus Act

Article by Willie Puchert on event held by Hispanic Business leaders encouraging education

**Volume 17, #5 – November 16, 1992**

Article by Alyce Branigan on how economic policies affect students (mentions John Gwaltney)

Article by Gaylene Williams recruiting for the Multicultural Festival (mentions L.D. Lovett)

Article by Shane Tureson on making sure students keep their addresses updated

Article from Desert Research Institute on archeological work in the Black Rock Desert

Article by Lowell Anspach on Professor John Chism

Article by Staff reporting on theft of can of money designated for Faye Wood Scholarship (mentions Judith Colness)

Comments from Shane Tureson on Bill Clinton’s win in the election

Article by Chris Wells on procrastination

Article about ASTM’s helping students with child care and seeking input from disable students

**Volume 17, #6 – November 30**

Article providing history of AIDS

Article by Penny Robison about primer on AIDS created by Professor James Conkey

Interview by Reina Quantrell with Professor James Conkey

Article by Alyce Branigan on medical insurance for people with AIDS

Article by John Kershew III on condom machines on TMCC campus

Article by Michael Pete on nursing students and AIDS patients (mentions Linda Saunders)

Article by Gaylene Williams on how school district is teaching about AIDS to their students

Report by Lowell Anspach on the results of the campus survey on AIDS

Report by Shane Tureson on the Gideon International Christian Association on campus

Reflections by Chris Wells on protection against AIDS
Article by Shane Tureson on demonstrations for and against abortion
Article by Lindsay Coghlan on educating people about AIDS (mentions counselor Laura Williams)

Volume 17, #7 – December 14, 1992
Article by Willie Puchert on John Gwaltney’s playing Santa at the Annual Christmas Reception
Article by Willie Puchert on protest held on alleged discrimination in hiring and tenure (mentions Lucia Garcia-Lewis and John Gwaltney)
Article by Alyce Branigan on history of sports at TMCC (mentions Joe Ayarbe, Ray Embry)
Article by Willie Puchert about the lease for the Keystone Theater coming up for review
Article by Lowell Anspach on cooperative education
Ad for the Displaced Homemakers Program
Article by Reina Quantrell on difficulties and stress associated with finals week
Article by Penny Robison on racism in Northern Nevada
Article by Penny Robison describing history of racial violence
Reflections by Lindsay Coghlan on family visiting during the holidays
Article by Willie Puchert on student William Barker’s book “Schwa”

Volume 17, #8 - ?

Volume 17, #9 – March 1, 1993
ASTM update: two new senators appointed
Ad for funds available for students through the TMCC Foundation
Article by Willie Puchert on two speakers at TMCC, Burt Bracey and Henry Brown, in honor of Black History Week
Article by Greg Newman on TMCC class taught by George Burkhart on building a robot
Article about Judith Colness and her one-woman show in support of Women’s History Month
Letters to the Editor: potholes in Reno, and disappointment in Echo
Review by Willie Puchert of movie “Crying Game”
Article by Reina Quantrell on community campaign to fund the Applied Technology Center
Article by Jesse DeClercq on TMCC classes being offered at Incline Village
Article by Megg Mueller on apathy
Article by Andrea Fontana on the Writing Center and its coordinator, Charlotte Cox
Article by Jesse DeClercq on program by which Auto Tech students work on private cars (mentions Gabe Perry and Johnathan Young)
Article by Megg Mueller on the Business and Industry Institute (mentions Lisa Pitakis)
Article by Willie Puchert on Jeanie Pontrelli’s 20th annual Shakespeare trip to Ashland
Article by Megg Mueller on Veterans Upward Bound (mentions Robert Hernandez)
Article by Reina Quantrell on United Blood Services
Article on ASTM’s plans to seek funding for higher education and reception honoring former ASTM President Charlene Covington (mentions, Jim Eardley and John Gwaltney)
**Volume 17, #12 – April 19, 1993**

Article by Willie Puchert on Yvonne Snell who won second term as ASTM Treasurer

Article by Reina Quantrell on possibility of having a TMCC radio station

Article by Susan Nugent on pollution in the Truckee Meadows

Article by Jesse DeClercq on TMCC computer lab (mentions Margaret Ulleseit)

Photo by John Kershaw III on ASTM’s ice cream social

Photo by John Kershaw III on campus road closing (mentions Dave Eckes)

Article by Willie Puchert on Rollan Melton’s praise for John Gwaltney in giving a motorcycle to a young man who had had his stolen

Editorial on saying “no” to a police state

Article by Jesse DeClercq on the 20th anniversary of Earth Day

Article from College Press Services on allowing NY student to sit on Board of Trustees

Review by Willie Puchert on Nirvana concert to raise awareness of Bosnian rape victims

Review by Greg Newman of concert by Guns and Roses

Review by Brian D’Agosta on concert at Icehouse Saloon featuring Screeching Weasel

Review by Willie Puchert of movie “Indecent Proposal”

Review by Brian D’Agosta and Willie Puchert of “Home Invasion” – album by Ice-T

Article by Penny Robison on Tech Prep program and program coordinator Will Hickman

Profile by Marie Gaspari on employee Dave Yates

**Volume 17, #13 – May 3, 1993**

Article by Randy Lopez on three Vietnam veterans

Article by Willie Puchert on the W grade versus the F grade

Article by Willie Puchert on Bill Baines’ being named outstanding faculty by Board of Regents (mentions Jim Eardley and Maria Teirumniks)

Photo by Willie Puchert of ASTM’s “All You Can Eat for a Buck” activity

Photo by Willie Puchert of Aurora Eustaquio and Jeanie Pontrelli at Library Committee’s book sale

Photo of Jonathan Young with student winners in Automotive Technology Skill

Editorial about Barbara Vucanovich receiving all-expenses-paid trip

Letters to the Editor: racism and peer pressure

Review by Jesse DeClercq on exhibit by H. Honigsberg in Red Mountain Gallery (mentions Eric Lauritzen)

Review by Willie Puchert of “How to Eat Like a Child”

Article from College Press Service on band Rif Raf and its association with David Koresh

Review by John Gonzales of punk band NOFX

Article by Kelley Long on Cooperative Education program at TMCC

Profiles of TMCC staff: Marsha Lindeken, Jeannie Dolinski, Afi Quashi, Alice Reid, Joyce Cox, Suzie McCoy, Marie Gaspari, Erika Britton (mentions John Gwaltney, Charlotte Cox, Karen Ozbek, Dave Wilkins, Jacqueline Kirkland, Ralph Shafer, Cindy Togneri, Tom Jacobs)
Profile by Willie Puchert on part-time English faculty John Ott

Volume 17, #14 – May 10, 1993
Review by Willie Puchert of performance by comedian George Carlin
Article by Robin Robinson on Pell grants (mentions Mona Buckheart, Gordon Stennes)
Article by Willie Puchert on the winners of Phi Theta Kappa’s Teacher of the Year award: Fred Lokken, full-time and Adrienne Kristine, part-time
Article by Jesse DeClercq on the resignation of TMCC employee Barb Barber
Article by Robin Robinson on blood drive (mentions Randy Smith and Gary Skibinski)
Article by Reina Quantrell on parking dispute (mentions Annete Soria, Madge Cooney, Nick Cimino and John Gwaltney)
Article by Willie Puchert on students Ted and Miwa French juggling schedules to address child care needs
Editorial commenting on two issues: homosexuality and Bosnia-Herzegovina
Article by Andi Fontana on being single and getting dates
Farewell from Shane Tureson who is leaving staff of Echo
Letters to the Editor: difficulties of being international student, comments on misspellings in the Echo, lack of graduation announcements in bookstore
Article by David Meta on the Society for Creative Anachronisms and its recent event
Review by Willie Puchert of movie “Benny and Joon”
Article by Willie Puchert on the Nance family: TMCC graduates Linda and Kristen and Sparks High graduate Laina Nance